1. **How much is the cost for the German Course at the language center?**
   
   All course costs can be seen on the respective course websites in the info-box on the right.

2. **When will be the earliest time to apply for Ambizione? Can I apply within my first year for 2nd year Postdoc funding?**

   You need to have fulfilled at least 12 months of research activity after your doctorate to be eligible to apply for Ambizione.

   Ambizione is aimed at young researchers who intend to become independent researchers. Therefore, you apply with your research project (funding period min. 2 to max. 4 years). It is not intended to fund a 2nd year of your Postdoc.

3. **Do I have to enroll in MONA for the Transferable Skills courses?**

   No, please register via our course website, the courses are published on MONA. ECTS will be automatically transferred by the end of the semester.

4. **For commuting between EUCOR universities, discount is only available for official visits?**

   Yes, only official visits are subsidized at the moment.

5. **Hello, are there any housing options in Basel where there can be a discount on the deposit for University of Basel PhD students? Or are there other ways to apply for any discount on housing?**

   Unfortunately, at the moment there are no discounts for PhD students, please get in contact with the Welcome Center for more information on housing.

6. **For the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences: The doctoral students should send their doctoral agreement not the student services, but to the student administration services of the Dean’s Office.**

7. **Would you/UNIBAS consider offering some GA discount for commuters? (Or is there anything like this already?) I know other universities (like the ETH) offer such and it would be nice to have such also at the UNIBAS. Thank you!**

   Currently there are some discount options for train travel. I would need to check if there is one for the GA. The "Halbtax" is refunded from the Uni. Please have a look at the website of the university. Or contact me again and I can check for you (gregor.braun@unibas.ch).